
CHAPTER XXXIII.

ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS (Continued). REDUCTION TO STANDARD FORMS.
1446. Preliminary Considerations.Taking the general integral where P is any rationalalgebraic function of x, and Q the quartic function 

we now proceed to show how it may be reduced either to the Legendrian form or to the Weierstrassian form, as may be desired.1447. We shall assume that the several coefficients occurring, viz. a0, a1, a2, a3, a4, are all real constants.The roots of a biquadratic Q=0 with real coefficients must be either (1) all real, (2) two real, two imaginary, or (3) all imaginary.The roots of a cubic equation with real coefficients must be either (1) all real, or (2) one real, two imaginary.Further imaginary roots occur “ in pairs,” and are conjugate, 
i.e. of form a±ιβ, where α, β are real and ι=√-1.Hence when αo≠O, Q must factorise, at the least, into two real quadratic factors, and it may further factorise into two linear factors and one irreducible quadratic factor, or into four linear factors, the coefficients of such factors being all real.And when αo=0, Q must factorise, at the least, into one real linear factor and one irreducible quadratic factor, or it may be into three real linear factors.For the present we shall consider αo≠O.567
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568 CHAPTER XXXIII.

1448. The Invariants.Now when any binary quartic
is subjected to a linear transformation
so that the modulus of the transformation being
Q takes the form

the quadrinvariant is of order 2 andweight 4 ;the cubinvariant isof order 3 and weight 6;and if I', J' be the same functions of the new coefficients in Q', we have I'=Δ4I, J'=Δ6J, so that I'3∣J'2=I3∣J2 ; and this is an absolute invariant, being independent of the letters of the transformation formulae.Now amongst the four letters l1, m1, l2, m2, there are three ratios at our choice, and sufficient, if they can be determined, to make either α1' and α3' both vanish, or α0' and α2' both vanish, and in either case we shall have a third choice between the three ratios still available for any other purpose of simplification which we may desire. The choice making α1' and α3' vanish is the Legendrian plan of attacking the problem of reduction. The choice making α0' and a2' vanish is the Weierstrassian method. The latter is the more modern and the simpler. We shall therefore consider it first.1449. Reduction to the Weierstrassian Form.If αo'=α2'=O, the invariants become
Q' becomesand a1' still remains at our disposal.
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REDUCTION TO WEIERSTRASSIAN FORM. 569We could make it unity by a proper final choice amongst the transformation letters. For the moment we reserve the choice. In any case we have seen that it is possible to transform Q to the form
where K, g2, g3 are certain constants which are functions of

1450. Now let
and let the roots of so that

From what precedes it appears that by a proper choice amongst the letters l1, m1, l2, m2, in the homographic substitution x=(l1z+m1)∕(l2z+m2),f(x) may be reduced to a form in which the term in z4 is absent in the numerator.Nowand if we make our first choice amongst the three disposable ratios 
l1:m1: l2: m2 to be l1=a0l2, we shall have

i.e. say,and the two quantities μ, η are still at our disposal. We now have

and
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570 CHAPTER XXXIII.In order to arrange that the term in z2 in this numerator shall be absent, we shall make the choice of a relation between >∣ 
and μ, viz. that
and we still have one choice left amongst the constants at our disposal.Moreover, since dx= — μdz∣(z -η)2, we have

Let us now make our final choice amongst the disposable trans
formation constants, such that

Then, since we haveterms containingwhence
Again,

whence
and since
this gives
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REDUCTION TO WEIERSTRASSIAN FORM. 571Thus μ and η are now found, viz.and , where g2, g3 remain to be expressed.And seeing that the relation gives an infinitevalue to z when x=a0, we have
and if this integral be called u, we have z=p(u).1451. If be the roots of we have

Moreover, regarding 4z3-g2z-g3 as the form assumed by the transformed quartic function (α0, a1, a2, a3, a4)(x, y)4, viz. 0. z4+4α1'z3+6.0. z2+4α3'z+a4', we have a1'=1, a3'=1/4g2, 
a4'=-g3; so that I'=g2, J'=g3.Also we have 

i.e.Similarly 

thus expressing the roots of the cubic 4z3-g2z-g3=0 in terms of the roots of the quartic Q=0; and therefore g2, g3 or what is the same thing, I' and J', are now known in terms of α0, α1, a2, a3 and α0.We shall now for convenience drop the accents from I and 
J as being no longer necessary, and these letters will therefore be for the future understood to refer to the new form of the quartic function 0.z4+4z3+6.0z2-Iz-J, and henceforth use 
I and J, as in the previous chapter, instead of the letters
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572 CHAPTER XXXIII.

g2 and g3 respectively as may be desirable, and the accents can be restored whenever we wish to institute a comparison with the corresponding symbols belonging to the original quartic Q.1452. Our transformation is now complete, and we have 

the transformation to effect the reduction being
1453. To find the Legendrian Moduli, the Roots of Q=0 being 

known.The transformation formula may be written 
we have also 
and 
i.e.

similarlyAlso the Legendrian moduli k, k' may be readily expressed in terms of α0, α1, α2, α3. For since (Art. 1414) 
we have
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THE LEGENDRIAN MODULI. 573
1454. Cubic to find the Legendrian Moduli, available when the 

Roots of Q=0 are unknown.We may obtain an equation for the determination of the moduli k and k' for the case in which none of the roots of Q=0 are known and are not readily obtainable.Since k2=(e2-e3)∕(e1-e3) and k'2=l-k2, we have
and whence

andTherefore
Writing

whence
and is an absolute invariant, free from the modulus oftransformation, viz.
when expressed in terms of the coefficients of the quartic QThis cubic for P may be solved by Cardan’s method, and thus the product k2k'2 can be found; and as k2+k'2=l, both 
k and k’ can be found.1455. Illustrative Examples.Ex. 1. Consider the integralHere there are obvious roots of and

Taking the root
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574 CHAPTER XXXIII.Hence the proper reduction formula is
Then

and
Also x= - 1 gives z=∞ ; andIn this case

Ex. 2. Take the same example, and start with the root x=0.Here

Hence as before.Ex. 3. Examine the same integral with the substitution
Then

Hencewhich agrees with the former result (Ex. 1), in whichand
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REDUCTION TO WEIERSTRASSIAN FORM. 5751456. Transformation for the Case of Unreal Values of the e’s.So far e1, e2, e3 have been considered real. Now suppose e1 real and e2, e3 to be complementary imaginaries. Take thehyperbolic transformation where η1 is atour choice. Since e1 + e2+e3=0, we have
Let us choose η1 = -2e1, i.e. choose the hyperbola so that the oblique asymptote passes through the origin. Then the graph of this transformation is a hyperbola with asymptotes x=e1, 

y=x and centre (e1, e1). Let (ξ2, η2), (ξ3, η3) be the points at which the tangent is parallel to the x-axis. These points are the ends of a diameter, and η2+η3=2e1=-η1; ... η1+η2+η3=0.Moreover, and which are the roots of must berepeated roots of the equations y=η2, and v=η3 respectively,
i.e. and
whilst which is must take the form

Clearly the values of areThus

in which η1+η2+η3=O.The nature of the transformation graph, in which the branches of the hyperbola cannot cut the line y=η1, since e2 and e3 are imaginary, and which must therefore lie in the com-
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576 CHAPTER XXXIII.partments between the asymptotes as shown in Fig. 427, establishes the fact that η1, η2, η3 are essentially real quantities ; 
y=η3 and y=η2 are the maximum and minimum ordinates of

Fig. 427.the graph, and the line y=η1= - 2e1 is a line parallel to thex-axis at a distance twice as far below that axis as the centre is above it.1457. Analytical Examination of the same Transformation.If the roots of any cubic aox3 + 3a1x2 + 3a2x+a3 = O be α1, α2, α3, we have αo6(α2 -α3)2(α3 - α1)2(α1 - α2)2 = - 27α02∆, where Δ is the discriminant,viz. (Burnside and Panton, Th. of Eq., p. 83.)and the roots are all real or one real and two imaginary, according as Δ is -'e or +ve.In the case of the cubic 4x3 - Ix - J=0, with roots e1, e2, e3, we have
andThe roots are then all real or one real and two imaginary, according as 
I3-27J2 is +ve or -ve. In the case we are considering, viz. one real, say e1, and two imaginary, viz. e2=p+ιq, e3=p-ιq, p and q being real, andso that we have

But when we transform by the equation where
we haveand in the new cubic. 4y3-I'y- J'=0, we have

Hence all the roots of the new cubic are real.
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REDUCTION TO WEIERSTRASSIAN FORM. 5771458. Illustrative Example.IntegrateHere x=1 is an obvious root of f(x) = O,

The transformation formula isWe also have
hence two roots for x, and therefore also for z,in the transformed equation will be imaginary.The transformation is
also whenceTransform further by the rule of Art. 1456.
and givesTherefore and

In order of magnitude the values of the η’s are
whence

Thus mod. sin 75o; whence we can expressz and x in terms of u.
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578 CHAPTER XXXIII.

We have
and

1459. Reduction to the Legendrian Form.We next turn to the other method of reduction referred toin Art. 1448, which endeavours to express directly in theLegendrian form
1460. Preliminary Geometrical Considerations.It will be convenient to consider the expression Q made homogeneous by the introduction of the proper power of y where necessary, and written with binomial coefficients, as

and to imagine it to have been factorised into two quadratic factors with real coefficients, as
Consider the two concentric conics whose equations are

F and G being at our choice, we may select them so as to give real intersections P, Q, R, S, which will always be possible if one of the conics be an ellipse. Then it is plain that PQRS is a parallelogram concentric with the conics, and that as PQ, QR form a pair of supplemental chords of both conics, the lines through the centre drawn parallel to the sides of the parallelogram form a common pair of conjugate diameters, viz. OX, OY It is therefore possible by a change of axes, to the axes OX, OY, to remove the term in XY in each of the two conics simultaneously by the same linear transformation, viz. (x=λX+μY, y=λ'X+μ'Y), say; λ, μ, λ', μ' being all real when one of the two conics is an ellipse, or when both of them are ellipses; and the conics becoming
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REDUCTION TO LEGENDRIAN FORM. 579
Q can thus be reduced to the form
or, as we may write it,

We may obviously make a further reduction by puttingthus reducing the quartic Q to thecanonical form

Fig. 428. Fig. 429.If both conics be hyperbolae, the common conjugate diameters may be imaginary lines. But in any case their equations are
(Smith, Conic Sections, p. 196.)We may, however, readily avoid an imaginary transformation. For, as has been seen, the only case in which it could occur would be that in which both conics are hyperbolae, as in the case shown in Fig. 429, where there are no real intersections. In this case the factors of Q are all linear. Call them (1), (2), (3), (4). Then, instead of taking the hyperbolae(1) (2)=F, (3)(4)=G, we might take the hyperbolae (1)(4)=F,(2) (3)=G (Fig. 430), and with a proper choice of F and G we can ensure real intersections and real common conjugate axes
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580 CHAPTER XXXIII.to which we can refer the system. We infer therefore from these considerations that it is always possible to remove from

Fig. 430.

Q the terms containing x3y and xy3 simultaneously by a real linear transformation.1461, If in the transformation formulae
we write λ'X=ξ, μ'Y=η, the formulae take the simpler shape 
x=λ1ξ+μ1η, y=ξ+η.It follows, therefore, that it is always possible, by a real substitution x=(p+qz)∕(l+z), to reduce 
Q from the general quartic form
to the formand since we have
and the values of p, q are in all cases real.

1462. Outline of the Process of Transformation.As the whole discussion is necessarily somewhat lengthy, we may with advantage stop for a moment to outline what is to be done.
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REDUCTION TO LEGENDRIAN FORM. 581I. It has been shown that when αo≠O, we can always, by the transformation x=(p+qz)∣(1+z), remove odd powers of the variable from the radical, p and q being real.It remains to show how the necessary values of p and q are to be found.II. We shall show that the same transformation will also reduce the integral to the desired form in the case when αo=0.III. That by a further transformation
or, which is the same thing, z2=(A+Bsin2θ)∕(C+Dsin2θ), the form now arrived at can be still further reduced so thatbecomes a constant multiple of

orThe ratios A : B: C: D are at our choice.IV. That starting with the integral where Μ, Nare rational integral algebraic functions of x, we obtain after the transformation x=(p+qz)∕(1+z) a result of form
and that whilst can be reduced by
earlier rules, the portion can beexpressed by means of Legendre’s Integrals, and that therefore by these means can in all cases be reduced to asystem of algebraic, logarithmic, circular or hyperbolic functions together with one or more of the three standard Legendrian forms F, E or II.Hence, as in Art. 318, the integral where
A, B, C, D are rational algebraic functions of x, and Q is now
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582 CHAPTER XXXIII.a rational quartic expression, can be reduced to the sum of a similar set of terms by aid of the elliptic functions now described.1463. I. First consider αo≠0 and imagine Q to be factorised into two quadratic factors with real coefficients, as
Then putting
and

Similarly,where H', f', g' are the same functions of asare ofHenceWe shall be able to makefand f' zero by taking p and q so that and
Now say.So p + q=(μ-μ')∕(λ'-λ) and p-q=K∣(λ'-λ), whence 

p and q are found.This completely determines the necessary transformation, and we shall show that K is real; so that in all cases 
p and q are real.The form of Q is now reduced to
AlsoTherefore
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REDUCTION TO LEGENDRIAN FORM. 583

1464. Next, to examine the Reality of K.(i) When the roots of Q=0 are all imaginary, λ2 < μ and
Let Then

and is essentially positive. Hence K is real and p, q both real.(ii) When Q=0 has two real roots and two imaginary, λ2—μ and λ'2-μ' have opposite signs, and
a positive quantity = + ve.Hence K is real, and therefore also p, q are both real.(iii) When the roots of Q=0 are all real, say α1, α2, α3, α4 arranged in descending order of magnitude, we may take

which is again positive, and therefore K, p,q are all real.In the case we may putThen and the requiredform is taken without further reduction.
1465. II. Case when α0=0.In this caseThe case α1=0 need not be considered, as the integral would then reduce to a standard form.One factor of Q must now be real. Let e be the real root ofQ=0.Then Q≡4α1(x-e)(x2+2λx+μ), say. Then, puttingas before,
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584 CHAPTER XXXIII.say, and as before. Thenproceeding as in Art. 1463,
and making  andTherefore whence

Thus, (i) if the factors of x2+2λx+μ be imaginary, λ2 < μ, p—q is real, and therefore p, q are both real;(ii) if the factors of x2+2λx+ μ be real, let the roots of 
Q=0 be e1, e2, e3, arranged in descending order of magnitude.Then we may take and
which is real, since e1>e2>e3; and p, q are real in this case also. And the rest of Art. 1463 still applies, and the reduction to the Legendrian form is effected as before, Q becoming
and

1466. We have therefore in all cases reduced the differentialto one of the forms where C may betaken a real constant function of a0, a1,a2, a3, a4 of known value and α, β both real. For if be ofunreal form, we may replace them by orcarrying the negative sign into the other radical.The case is obviously unreal and neednot be discussed, as we are now dealing with real functions.1467. III. We have therefore only to consider the reduction of the five cases:(1) (2)(3) (4)(5)
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REDUCTION TO LEGENDRIAN FORM. 585The final substitutions to reduce these five cases are all of the form z2=(A+Bsin2θ)∕(C+D sin2θ), where the values of the ratios A:B:C:D are to be suitably chosen. We consider each case in detail.1468. Case (1), This is unreal if
z2 lies between α2 and β2.(i) Put

Hence z=βsn αu, mod. β∕α.(ii) Put

Hence z=a∕snau;mod. β∕a.Also

where K is the complete elliptic integral.Hence z=α∕sn(K-αu')=α dn(αu')∕cn(αu').1469. Case (2), This is unreal if z2 does not. lie between α2 and β2.Put i.e.Then

where
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586 CHAPTER XXXIII.Hence
i.e.1470. Case This is unreal unlessPut

Hence
1471. Case (4), This is unreal unlessPut

Hence
1472. Case (5), Put

HenceFor convenience of reference we exhibit these cases in tabular form:
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REDUCTION TO LEGENDRIAN FORM. 587
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588 CHAPTER XXXIII.

1474. The More General CaseHere Μ, N are any rational algebraic functions of x, and 
Q, as before, =(α0, a1, a2, a3, α4)(x, 1) 4.By a proper choice of p, q, the transformation 
has removed terms of odd degree from Q'. M∣N becomes a rational algebraic function of z separable into two parts, the one an even, the other an odd function of z, expressible as

Hence is reducible to
By putting z2=y the second integral is immediately reduced to a form integrable by earlier rules.We have therefore only to consider the first integral.Now φ(z2) is itself separable into two parts, the first integral, the second fractional, and is expressible as  )
But both and can, by integration byparts, or the use of reduction formulae, be connected with the integrals Arts. 271 to 274
Accordingly all functions of form where M, N, Qare of the forms specified, can be reduced to a series of known integrals, together with one or more of the integrals

(i) (ii)
(iii)
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REDUCTION TO LEGENDRIAN FORM. 589The second of these, viz.

Therefore any such integration as can be effectedby aid of the three standard Legendrian formsSee Art. 371.The same is true of the more general form
discussed in Art. 1443.

1475. The Case when the Factorisation of Q is unknown.To effect the foregoing reduction, a knowledge of the factorisation of the quartic Q has been presupposed. When there is a preliminary difficulty in this factorisation, we may still obtain the desired form by a use of the invariants Iand 
J. Suppose the quartic made homogeneous by the introduction of a suitable power of y, and expressed as
and let it be reduced by the linear transformation
to the formLet , viz. the modulus of the transformation.Thenand
i.e. writing
where
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590 CHAPTER XXXΠI.Also
are connected with I',J', the same functions of the accented letters, by the relations I'=Δ4I, J'=Δ6J, whence I3∣J2=I'3∣J'2, in which we have an absolute invariant free from the coefficients of the transformation formulae.  3Supposing the ratios l1: m1 : l2: m2 to have been so chosen as to make α1'=0 and α3'=0, as has been shown to be possible, with real values of these ratios, Q' takes the form
which can now be supposed expressed as
and we have to show that p, q can be found in terms of the original coefficients a0, a1, a2, a3, a4. We have

whenceor putting say,
where and is a known function of theoriginal coefficients. This is a sextic equation to find p, viz. the ratio of p : q.

1476. Solution of the Sextic.The equation is obviously of the reciprocal class, and therefore its solution may be reduced to that of a cubic, and the cubic may be solved by Cardan’s method.Writing the equation as put
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REDUCTION TO LEGENDRIAN FORM. 591

Then  and the equation becomes
Now adopting Cardan’s method, put then

and taking , a quadratic for η.Hence η and ζ can be found, and therefore also θ. Suppose θ1 a real  root of this equation, then and therefore
Thus andThen a value of the ratio p:q has been found, say p1 :q1, where p1, q1 are specifically known numbers, so that P∣P1 = q∕q1=s, say, which remains 

to be found.ThusPutting we have
Finally,

whence and s is now known, which completesthe determination of p and q. We therefore have
1477. Cayley points out that if one of the roots of the sextic for p bethe equation is of the form andthat the solutions of the equation may be written

which the reader may verify. [Elliptic Functions, p. 320. ]1478. When a reduction to the form
has been effected, then in case p and q are both real, i.e. 9a2'2>a0'a4', this factorisation will suffice. But in a case when p and q are imaginary, 
i.e. 9a2'2<a0'a4',we put U= λ√( 1 + T)∣( 1 - T), and we observe that a0', a4' could not be opposite signs, for if so 9a2'2>a0'a4'.
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592 CHAPTER XXXIII.

We shall choose which will be real. We have
and

and
which is now of real form, since  for the case considered.1479. Illustrative Example.It will be instructive to consider one case from several points of view.Take(α)First let us reduce it to the Legendrian form.  

Put (See Art. 1465.)
PutTake the solution p = 4, q=2.Then
Also gives

K being the real quarter-period, mod.
i.e.(b) Next let us reduce to the Weierstrassian form.  

x3- 5x2+4x+6 being already a cubic expression, it is only necessary to remove the term involving the square of the variable. Put x=z+5/3 ; 
x = 3 gives z = 4/3.
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REDUCTION TO LEGENDRIAN FORM. 593and
Art. 1414

K not being the same as K in solution (a), the modulus being a different one.
(Art. 1352),

and
i.e.(c) The results arrived at by these two processes are of different form, the moduli being different.Take the integral occurring in the Legendrian reduction.

Put so that when
Then

and
IJence

Thus
whence

Art. 1352Henceandwhich is the same result as that obtained in solution (6).
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594 CHAPTER XXXIII.1480. Landen’s Transformation.From the above example it appears that the reduction of an elliptic integral to the Legendrian form is not unique.The transformations andboth succeeded in such a reduction, but the moduli in the two cases were different.For the general theory of such transformations the reader is referred to[Cayley (E.Functions) or Greenhill (E. Functions).One well-known transformation, however, must be noticed before leaving the matter, viz. that due to Landen.Taking two variables θ1, θ2 connected by the equation sin (2θ1-θ2)=μ sin θ2, so that θ1and θ2 vanish together, we have cot (2θ1-θ2)(2dθ1-dθ2)=cot θ2 dθ2; whence

Also 
and

say;

or, what is the same thing, 
or putting
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LANDEN’S TRANSFORMATION. 595

so that and therefore
u is expressible in either of these ways as an inverse elliptic function.Writing λ for and i.e. we have

and the connection between x1 and x2is obtained from the initial formula
i.e. whenceTherefore

This is known as Landen’s Transformation.For many such results and other transformations, see Greenhill, E.F., pp. 55, 56, and Chapter X. Greenhill gives a very elegant interpretation of the above transformation with reference to the motion of a pendulum (pages 318, 319, E.F.).In such transformations, when F(θ1, k) becomes MF(θ2, k'), 
F representing the first Legendrian Integral, M is technically known as the “ Multiplier,” and the relation between k and k' is known as the “ Modular Equation.” Thus, in the foregoing case the multiplier is 1/2(1 + μ), and the modular equation is  

1481. Illustrative Examples.Ex. 1. Reduceto standard Legendrian form.We have U ≡ x4 + 8x3 + 20x2 + 56x - 20 ≡ (x2 + 2x+10) (x2 + 6x- 2).  Here, with the notation of Art. 1463, λ = 1,  μ=10;λ'=3,μ'= -2,giving
i.e. and
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596 CHAPTER XXXIII.

which is Case 4, Art. 1473. PutThenand the limits for x corresponding to 0 and 0 for to x.Therefore
and mod.

Ex. 2. Examine the same integral without factorisation. With the notation of Art. 1475,

Hence, following the notation of Arts. 1475,1476, our equation for 0 is
To simplify, let

i.e.

of which an obvious root is t= — 1.Hence and i.e. or

Therefore
Then

andLet Then gives
which agrees with the result of Ex. 1.
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REDUCTION TO LEGENDRIAN FORM. 597

Ex. 3. Consider the integral Legendre, Exercices, p. 56This does not become infinite in the vicinity of Art. 348Put.
The factorisation of the desired form is

Therefore p and q are complex. Following Art. 1478, put
and z=∞ gives T= 1, and

i.e. mod. sin 15
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598 CHAPTER XXXIII.

PROBLEMS.
1. Find the values of I and J for the quartic function

and show that 4λ3 - Iλ- J = 0. Form also the Hessian of the 
quartic, and the discriminant.

2. Examine the modification in the reduction to Weierstrassian 
form which accrues from the quartic Q having one root α0 zero, 
ie. a4 = 0. Show that in this case

and that

3. If
and

show that

and

Also, if show that

4. If and the Hessian

show that H-kϕis a perfect square if

5. Show that mod.

6. Show that mod.

7. Show that mod.
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ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS. 599

8. Reduce the integral

to Weierstrassian form, and show that Show also
that it can be expressed in a Legendrian form with a modulus

viz.

9. Show that if and the substitution
will convert the Weierstrassian Integral

into the Legendrian form

where and conversely that the substitution
 will convert the standard Legendrian form into the Weierstrassian.

10. Reduce to the Legendrian form

and show with the usual notation that

11. Show that

12. In the standard Legendrian form discuss

the degenerate forms assumed when k = 0 and when k = 1, and 
state to what forms sn-1x, cn-1x, dnx and tn x ultimately degenerate 
in these cases.

13. Discuss the integration of the degenerate cases of

(i) when α = β, (ii) when a = β = γ, (iii) when a = β = γ = δ.
14. Discuss the integration of the degenerate cases of

(i) when e2 =e3, (ii) when e1 = e2, (iii) when e1 = e2 = e3.
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600 CHAPTER XXXIII.

15. Express both in Weierstrassian and in Legendrian notation
the integration

16. Make use of the substitution to reduce the

integral : to the form of an elliptic integral, and reduce

it to the standard Weierstrassian form.

17. Use the substitution in the integration

and show that

18. Show that if

mod.

19. Show that the solutions of the sextic equation

are and

20. Transform the integral into one in which z is

the variable by the relation 4x6(l -x6) = z6, and the result by putting 
z2= 1∕(1 +y2); and lastly, by the further transformation

showing that mod. sin 15°

Hence show that u= 1.927622..., and verify this otherwise.[Bertrand, I.C., p. 687. ]

21. Show by Landen’s Transformation that
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ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS. 601

22. Express by means of the Weierstrassian elliptic functions 
p(u),ζ(u), σ(u) the results of the following integrations :

(i) (ii)

(iii)

(iv)
(v)

23. Express by Weierstrassian functions the second Legendrian

standard form

24. Express by Weierstrassian functions the third Legendrian

standard form

25. If prove that

[Ox. II. P., 1913.]

26. If , prove that

mod. 1/5 [ox. II. P., 1915.] 

27. If express x  as a single-valued function  d

of u by help of (i) Jacobi’s functions, (ii) Weierstrass’ functions.[Math. Trip. 1I., 1914.] 
Prove that χ√3 dn (u√3) = sn (u√3), (mod.√2/3).
28. Show that the integral 

is transformed to the integral 

by the relations 

and obtain an expression for the general value of the former integral.[Math. Trip. II., 1913.]
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29. A heavy particle attached to a fixed point by a light thread 
of length a oscillates under the action of gravity in a vertical plane. 
Show that the height of the particle above the lowest point of its 
path at time t from the lowest position is

mod.

where 2α is the whole angle of swing.

30. Show that the potential of a uniform thin ring at any point is

where γ is the constant of gravitation, m the mass per unit length, 
a the radius of the ring, r the distance of the point from a point of 
the ring, r1 and r2 the least and greatest values of r. Prove also  

that the potential may be expressed in the form 8γm where

K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind with modulus 
(r2 -r1)∕(r2 + r1). [Ox. II. P., 1914.]

31. A heavy elastic string which is uniform when unstretched is 
passed through a smooth semicircular tube which is held in a vertical 
plane with its vertex upwards. The radius of the tube is r. The 
modulus of the elastic string is equal to the weight of a length r of 
the unstretched string. It is observed that the two equal portions 
which hang vertically outside the tube are each equal in length to 
the radius. Show that the unstretched length of the portion which 
lies within the tube is

mod. [Ox. II. P., 1915].

32. Assuming that the law of central attractive force under which

an orbit u=f(θ) can be described is given by show

that if a particle describes an orbit r = acn 0√3under the action of 
a central attraction μu5, the modulus of the elliptic function is 3- 1/2.

[Ox. II. P., 1913. ]

33. A particle of unit mass is projected horizontally with velocity 
u, and moves under gravity in a resisting medium such that the 
path is a portion of a circle of radius a. Show that the motion will

cease after a time mod. Ox. II. P., 1913.
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34. Show that the area A bounded by the y-axis, the asymptote 
x= 1 and the curve y2(x - l)(x- 3) {(x - 4)2 + 3} = 1 is

mod. sin 750

35. If A be the area in the positive quadrant bounded by the 
curve 2y2x(x2 + 4x + 1) = 3, the coordinate axes and an abscissa x, 
show that (x+1)/x-1)=dn A/cn A, mod. tan π6)

36. A ring is generated by the motion of a circle such that its 
plane passes through the centre of an ellipse and a perpendicular to 
the plane of the ellipse through the centre, and the centre of the 
circle lies on the ellipse. Show that the volume of the ring is 
4πKbc2, where b is the semi-axis minor of the ellipse, K the complete 
elliptic integral of the first kind with its modulus equal to the 
eccentricity of the ellipse and c (<b) the radius of the circle.

[C.S., 1895. ]

37. Prove that the equation of the osculating plane at any point 
of the curve x = a sn u, y = bcnu, z = c dn u, (mod. k), is

Ox. II. P., 1902.

38. An elliptic wire of semi-axes a and b moves so that its plane 
is always parallel to a fixed plane while its centre describes in a 
perpendicular plane a circle of radius c which is greater than either 
a or b, and the minor axis is perpendicular to the latter plane. 
Prove that the ring surface formed by the circumference of the 
wire cuts itself in two hyperbolic edges, and that its volume is

where K and E are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and 
second kinds with modulus a∣c. [Math. Trip. 1886.]

39. If the modulus k and the amplitude ϕof the elliptic integral 
F(ϕ, k) be given by k = cosπ∕12, cos ϕ= 2 - √3,then will

[J. C. Malet, E.T., 9677.]
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